
The Why and How of Music Theory 
 
CHAPTER 1 
 
What is music theory and analysis? 
 

“I wanted to know why it felt so good to play the third trombone part.” - J. J. Johnson 
 
Music theory and analysis is the use of techniques to understand the component 
parts of a piece of music and how they work to create a whole that is greater than 
the sum of those parts. This can manifest itself in several ways: 
 

1. Understanding of the elements of music (timbre, form, rhythm, melody, 
harmony, texture) 
2. Understanding of the human reaction to music (cognition, psychology) 
3. Understanding of the context of music (religious/ritual, concert, 

community) 
 
This book will concentrate primarily on the elements of music. Not all musical 
repertoires use all these elements, but they are common enough that any one or 
more of them should suffice to create musical analyses. Music theory has 
historically focused on these areas, though within the past 30-40 years the field has 
expanded to include cognition, or the study of how the brain processes sound and 
music. The cultural context is usually explored within the field of musicology, 
which is both the history of music and how music interacts with various cultures 
and aspects of society. 
 
What is the purpose of music theory and analysis? 
 
Music theory can help you become a better performer, by developing your ear and 
your brain and teaching them to work in concert with each other. Once you have a 
stronger understanding of the materials and construction of the music you perform, 
you can create performances that are both more accurate (in terms of the 
composer’s intent) and more personal (a greater knowledge of the music in context 
allows the performer to take musical risks in interpretation). In addition, theory 
gives you a sense of large-scale trends in various repertoires while still giving you 
a language and tools to explain those ideas which go against the trends; we do both 



corpus analysis (the study of a large body of work) and localized analysis 
(examining a singular piece of music on its own terms). 
 
Let’s start with an exercise based on listening. Below is a list of four pieces (with 
links for performances). Describe the similarities and differences between them. 
 

Musical examples: 
Konnakkol on a Mishrachapu Tala by V. Shivapriya and B. R. Somashekar 
Jois - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iurhjlBum0o 

 
“Wave” by Antonio Carlos Jobim - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6KDpB6skA4 
 
String Quartet no. 11 in F minor, op. 95 by Ludwig van Beethoven - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUlzN3Q9BUw 
 
“Barbry Allen” performed by Granny Porter and Wade Ward - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACD9NP4D_pU&t=225s 
 
 

What are some commonalities? Every excerpt above contains timbres, which we 
define as sounds with distinct characteristics. “Wave” uses a guitar as its primary 
timbre, with other rhythmic and chording instruments as secondary timbres. The 
Beethoven op. 95 quartet uses Western bowed string instruments (violin, viola, 
cello), which can produce various alterations of timbre (plucked vs. bowed, closer 
to one part of the instrument than another, etc.). “Barbry Allen” also includes a 
string instrument (a violin, which when played with the stylistic and performance 
practices of Bluegrass and Roots music is usually called a fiddle) in addition to a 
voice. The Konnakkol has two voices and body percussion (the hands slapping and 
clapping). 
 
In addition, every piece above has a distinct form, or musical structure. Some 
pieces of music have sections which repeat and create musical unity, while others 
rely on techniques other than repetition (such as changes in timbre or other musical 
elements) to create their structure.  
 
Finally, the pieces selected also feature rhythm, which we may define as the 
duration of musical events. Some events are short, others longer. When you 
combine different durations, you create musical effect and excitement. The vocal 
line of “Barbry Allen” has a simple rhythm, while the Konnakkol is highly 



complex. The other two pieces fall somewhere in the middle in terms of 
complexity of rhythm. 
 
Many pieces of music have pitch, which may be defined at first as relative 
highness and lowness. (We will present a more complete definition later.) Pitch 
can manifest itself with a rhythmic or horizontal component, which we can call 
line or melody. It can also appear as a vertical construction, with multiple pitches 
sounding simultaneously. This is harmony. The interaction of multiple lines is 
known as texture. Three of the four pieces above have pitch as surface-level 
musical elements. The Konnakkol does not have explicit pitch structure, but there 
is a relative pitch between the two performers that can be explored analytically. 
The other pieces have both melodic and harmonic parameters and functions that 
should be studied. 
 
Why should we care? 
 
Apart from the idea above – that analysis can be used to make performance better – 
music theory and analysis gives us a window into the time, place, and culture of a 
piece of music. A thorough analysis, created by using appropriate techniques and 
by carefully studying both the score (when present and appropriate to the genre) 
and the sounds of music, will give the analyst increased knowledge of the music 
and its creators and performers. It may be bold to suggest that music theory makes 
one a better person, but I stand by that sentiment. 
 
EXERCISES 
 

1. Listen to a piece of music without a score and describe what is happening in 
terms of timbre, form, rhythm, pitch, and texture. (If you already know some 
of the accepted terminology for these processes, you may use them, but if 
not, describe it in your own words.) 

2. Pick two pieces of music by the same composer or performer and compare 
the use of the materials in each piece. Again, use your own words if 
necessary. 

3. With 1-3 other students, listen to a piece of music and make your own 
analysis. Compare your analyses after you have completed them. In what 
ways were they the same? Different? (This is to show the subjective nature 
of analysis. Sometimes the same facts can lead to very different 
conclusions.) 

 
 


